
The Colourful Leaves  
  
  
It could only be described as gentle, the way the leaves swam in the air, the soft wind 
swirling and tossing the leaves in its chosen directions but despite the different things they 
were exposed too they all ended up in the same place. The leaves danced to the earth and 
lay there like the physical bodies of the people that had come before us. We were the new 
generation, the people that were apparently the future.  
  
  
Those leaves also lay on the dull brown oval, exposed to the rush of the British football 
game and creating a dense carpet for those eager onlookers. There were so many people, 
so many words that I still did not recognize, but I was safe now sitting in the blunt tree 
surrounded by leaves that shielded me and the ground from that threat of danger.  
  
  
My eyes danced through the landscape and focused on another game not so far away. This 
game was different; the players were almost dancing, containing one elegant rhythm that 
soundlessly radiated through the air in one unbroken magnetic heartbeat. The movement 
was a smooth unwavering action and the leaves danced away from me speeding towards 
this game in a rush of shimmering spheres. This game held the present time like a mirror 
reflecting memories of the sport Marngrook as it played on repeat through the decades.  
  
  
I wanted to leap to my feet and join in that incredible game which was shining with energy 
like a sun in the middle of the hot summers which would soon be cascading over the land. I 
could not join the game because I wasn’t here in the same way that the Marngrook players 
were. I wanted to be HERE, but I am still trapped in between the past and the future, 
hopelessly tangled like a tiny fly in the web which hung like a string in the fresh air.  
  
  
The two games are compared, and I wonder why there are no onlookers at this game. The 
skill and the happiness of the Marngrook players radiates out into the area attracting nothing 
but the colourful leaves which had surrounded me. The leaves were there, they accepted 
each other and maybe they were a better audience then the onlooker which crowded the 
British game shouting and hurling advice and insults. Those leaves had been accepted long 
ago for the colours which were the deep reds, oranges, yellows, greens, blues and purples. I 
wished people would acknowledge that everyone is human and that when we really destroy 
all of the labels that society has placed upon us, that we are all here, all human, all the same 
as the leaves which circle us through our marngrook history.  
  
  
  
 


